Give the Gift of Books

From the people who know books...
your local independent booksellers
Creating the coziest holiday can be quite simple. Buy books for everyone on your gift list, gather up your family, prepare some snacks, grab your favorite blanket, and enjoy many winter nights wrapped in the pages of a good book. When you shop this holiday, be sure to remember the wonderful gift of reading. The books in this catalog were selected to please everyone on your list—and to draw you into your local independent bookstore. It’s a bookseller’s unique pleasure to welcome your questions and help you find the best gifts you never knew you needed. And remember, if a bookstore isn’t near you, you can buy books at indie bookstores online or over the phone.
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Midwest Booksellers Choice Awards

**ADULT FICTION**

*The Great Believers*
Rebecca Makkai
Penguin Books
$16.00 | 9780735223530

**ADULT NONFICTION**

*Heartland: A Memoir of Working Hard and Being Broke in the Richest Country on Earth*
Sarah Smarsh
Scribner
$17.00 | 9781501133107

**CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK**

*Hush, Hush Forest*
Mary Casanova
Illustrated by Nick Wroblewski
University of Minnesota Press
$16.95 | 9780816694259

**YOUNG ADULT FICTION**

*Darius the Great Is Not Okay*
Adib Khorram
Penguin Books
$10.99 | 9780525552970

**POETRY**

*New Poets of Native Nations*
Edited by Heid E. Erdrich
Graywolf Press
$18.00 | 9781555978099
Midwest Favorites

**My Mighty Journey**
John Coy  
Illustrated by Gaylord Shanilec  
Minnesota Historical Society Press  
$18.95 | 9781681340081

A story of twelve thousand years told from the perspective of the only major waterfall on the Mississippi River, with stunning artwork by Gaylord Shanilec.

**Swede Hollow: A Novel**
Ola Larso  
Translated by Tiina Nunnally  
University of Minnesota Press  
$26.95 | 9781517904517

A riveting family saga immersed in the gritty, dark side of Swedish immigrant life in America in the early twentieth century  
“A worthy addition to the shelf of books about the immigrant experience.”  
—Kirkus Reviews

**The Drink That Made Wisconsin Famous: Beer and Brewing in the Badger State**
Doug Hoverson  
University of Minnesota Press  
$49.95 | 9780816669912

“A highly readable, exhaustive-ly researched work that is as fun as it is informative. What a story!”  
—Kevin Revolinski, author of Wisconsin’s Best Beer Guide  

From grain to glass—a complete illustrated history of brewing and breweries in the state more famous for beer than any other.

**The Land Still Lives: 50th Anniversary Edition**
Jerry Apps  
Wisconsin Historical Society Press  
$25.00 | 9780870209062

Rediscover the creation and restoration of the Apps family’s beloved farm, Roshara, in this 50th anniversary edition of the rural life storyteller’s first top-selling book. Includes a new epilogue and the original foreword by Earth Day Founder Gaylord Nelson.

**Wild Blueberries: Nuns, Rabbits & Discovery in Rural Michigan**
Peter Damm  
O’Brien & Whitaker Publishers  
$14.95 | 9780966843187

This fabulous, funny and authentic gem is a closely observed portrait of growing up in mid-century, small town Michigan. This evocative collection is beautifully written and illustrated and masterfully creates a sense of time and place. Engaging stories for all the senses.

**When the Stones Came to Town: Rock ‘n’ Roll Photos from the 1970s**
Fred Case with Eric Dregni  
Minnesota Historical Society Press  
$29.95 | 9781681341415

Stunning images of some of the greatest musicians from rock ‘n’ roll history, including both onstage action and behind-the-scenes candid.
**The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee: Native America from 1890 to the Present**  
*David Treuer*  
Riverhead Books  
$28.00 | 9781594633157  
Longlisted for the 2019 National Book Award and a *New York Times* Bestseller.  
A sweeping history—and counter-narrative—of Native American life from the Wounded Knee massacre to the present. Treuer melds history with reportage and memoir, delivering an intimate story of a resilient people with unprecedented resourcefulness.

**Dairylandia: Dispatches from a State of Mind**  
*Steve Hannah*  
Foreword by *Michael Perry*  
University of Wisconsin Press  
$26.95 | 9780299324506  
The former managing editor of the *Milwaukee Journal* and longtime CEO of *The Onion* recounts his burgeoning love for his adopted state through humorous, tragic, and captivating vignettes.

**The Twenty-Ninth Day: Surviving a Grizzly Attack in the Canadian Tundra**  
*Alex Messenger*  
Blackstone Publishing  
$25.99 | 9781982583330  
This true-life wilderness survival epic recounts seventeen-year-old Alex Messenger’s near-lethal encounter with a grizzly bear during a canoe trip in the Canadian tundra. Left for dead, he wakes to find that his summer adventure has become a struggle to stay alive.

**The Lager Queen of Minnesota**  
*J. Ryan Stradal*  
Pamela Dorman Books  
$26.00 | 9780399563058  
A family is split when their father leaves their shared inheritance entirely to the youngest daughter Helen. With the inheritance, Helen builds one of the most successful light breweries in the country, deepening the family divide. A novel of family, resolution, Midwestern values, fate and the secrets of making a world-class beer.

**Long Way Round: Through the Heartland by River**  
*John Hildebrand*  
University of Wisconsin Press  
$26.95 | 9780299324803  
Inspired by tales of a mythic Round River, a circular stream where “what goes around comes around,” John Hildebrand sets off to rediscover his home state in the midst of an identity crisis.

**Lake of the Ozarks: My Surreal Summers in a Vanishing America**  
*Bill Geist*  
Grand Central Publishing  
$26.00 | 9781538729809  
Beloved TV host Bill Geist pens a reflective memoir of his incredible summers spent in the heart of America in this *New York Times* bestseller. Geist takes readers back to a bygone era, and demonstrates how you can find inspiration in the most unexpected places.
Conclusion
Peter Robertson
Gibson House Press
$16.99 | 9781948721042
In this heart-pounding literary thriller set in an alternate world where perfect health is guaranteed and the effects of aging suspended, Colin Tugdale is the unlikely sleuth who stumbles into a conspiracy to manipulate the system and crosses paths with a killer.

Deep River
Karl Marlantes
Atlantic Monthly Press
$30.00 | 9780802125385

Imaginary Friend
Stephen Chbosky
Grand Central Publishing
$30.00 | 9781538731338
An epic work of literary horror. “If you aren’t blown away by the first fifty pages of Imaginary Friend, you need to get your sense of wonder checked.”—Joe Hill, bestselling author of NOS4A2

Red at the Bone
Jacqueline Woodson
Riverhead Books
$26.00 | 9780525535270
An unexpected teenage pregnancy pulls together two families from different social classes, exposing the private hopes, disappointments, and longings that can bind or divide us from each other, and the aftermath of the decisions we make.

Ruby & Roland: A Novel
Faith Sullivan
Milkweed Editions
$25.00 | 9781571311320
Jane Eyre set in Faith Sullivan’s “reliably inviting world” (Wall Street Journal), Ruby & Roland is a story of relationships—friendship, romance, and family—and of one woman’s journey of selfhood on the prairie, featuring an “unforgettable heroine”—Booklist.

Virgil Wander
Leif Enger
Grove Press
$17.00 | 9780802147127
The first novel in ten years from award-winning, million-copy bestselling author Leif Enger, Virgil Wander is an enchanting and timeless all-American story that follows the inhabitants of a Midwestern town in their quest to revive its flagging heart.
A Better Man: A Chief Inspector Gamache Novel
Louise Penny
Minotaur Books
$28.99 | 9781250066213
Catastrophic spring flooding, blistering attacks in the media, and a mysterious disappearance greet Chief Inspector Armand Gamache as he returns to the Sûreté du Québec in the latest novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author Louise Penny.

A Dog’s Promise
W. Bruce Cameron
Forge Books
$26.99 | 9781250163516
#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author W. Bruce Cameron’s inspiring book-to-movie A Dog’s Purpose series continues!

Strands of Truth
Colleen Coble
Thomas Nelson
$16.99 | 9780718085889
Suspense mels with romance as the past meets the present in this engrossing new novel from USA Today bestselling author Colleen Coble.

The Current
Tim Johnston
Algonquin Books
$16.95 | 9781616209834
Grief, suspicion, the innocent, and the guilty—all stir to life in a small town during the dead of winter. Tim Johnston returns with a tour de force about the indelible impact of a crime on the lives of innocent people.

The Giver of Stars
Jojo Moyes
Pamela Dorman Books
$28.00 | 9780399562488
From the bestselling author of Me Before You, a breathtaking story of five women and their journey through the mountains of Kentucky during Depression-era America.

This Tender Land
William Kent Krueger
Atria Books
$27.00 | 9781476749297
This moving, magnificent novel by the author of Ordinary Grace follows four orphans on a life-changing odyssey during the Great Depression. Perfect for fans of Where the Crawdads Sing.
Add This to the List of Things That You Are
Chris Fink
University of Wisconsin Press
$26.95 | 9780299326203
These stories of people caught between self-destruction and self-discovery pack an outsized punch.

Jack and the Ghost
Chan Poling
Illustrated by Lucy Michell
University of Minnesota Press
$17.95 | 9781517905712
A gothic, lyrical evocation of a shipwreck, ghosts, and lost—and found—love in a North Shore town. “Finally, a book with pictures that can put a waterproof mascara through its paces.”—Dessa

Blue Moon: A Jack Reacher Novel
Lee Child
Delacorte Press
$28.99 | 9780399593543

The Complete and Original Norwegian Folktales of Asbjørnsen and Moe
Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jørgen Moe
Translated by Tiina Nunnally, Foreword by Neil Gaiman
University of Minnesota Press
$34.95 | 9781517905682
A new, definitive English translation of the celebrated story collection regarded as a landmark of Norwegian literature and culture

The Topeka School
Ben Lerner
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
$27.00 | 9780374277789
From the award-winning author of 10:04 and Leaving the Atocha Station, a tender and expansive family drama set in the American Midwest at the turn of the century.
Harper Perennial’s
Fall 2019 Olive Editions

Harper Perennial Olive Editions are small-format paperbacks of some of our bestselling titles featuring beautiful and unique hand-drawn cover illustrations. All Olive Editions will be available for a limited time only.

A Darker Domain
Val McDermid
$10 | 9780062957542

Careless in Red
Elizabeth George
$10 | 9780062982162

Gaudy Night
Dorothy L. Sayers
$10 | 9780062957467

The Redbreast
Jo Nesbo
$10 | 9780062955586

Death at La Fenice
Donna Leon
$10 | 9780062957479

The Mapping of Love and Death
Jacqueline Winspear
$10 | 9780062957535

Moriarty
Anthony Horowitz
$10 | 9780062957528

The Blessing Way
Tony Hillerman
$10 | 9780062955593
Great Women Artists
Phaidon
$59.95 | 9780714878775
Five centuries of fascinating female creativity presented in more than 400 compelling artworks and one comprehensive volume. The most extensive fully illustrated book of women artists ever published!

Late Migrations: A Natural History of Love and Loss
Margaret Renkl
Milkwed Editions
$24.00 | 9781571313782
From *New York Times* opinion writer Margaret Renkl comes an unusual, captivating portrait of a family—and of the cycles of joy and grief that inscribe human lives within the natural world. Ann Patchett calls it “an American classic.”

Morning Glory on the Vine: Early Songs and Drawings
Joni Mitchell
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
$40.00 | 9780358181729
A gorgeous compendium of Joni Mitchell’s handwritten lyrics and drawings, originally handcrafted as a gift for a select group of friends in 1971 and now available to the public for the first time!

Stay Sexy & Don’t Get Murdered
Karen Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark
Forge Books
$24.99 | 9781250178954
The #1 *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling dual memoir by the beloved hosts of the #1 hit podcast “My Favorite Murder.”

The Witches Are Coming
Lindy West
Hachette Books
$27.00 | 9780316449885
Firebrand *New York Times* columnist and author of the critically acclaimed memoir and Hulu TV series *Shrill*, Lindy West, provides a laugh-out-loud, incisive cultural critique that answers the fundamental question of this hellish political moment—how did we get here?

The Yellow House
Sarah Broom
Grove Press
$26.00 | 9780802125088
Sarah Broom’s National Book Award longlisted memoir tells the brilliant, haunting and unforgettable story of a shotgun house in New Orleans East and the inexorable pull of home and family.
How to Raise a Reader
Pamela Paul & Maria Russo
Illustrated by Dan Yaccarino, Lisk Feng, Vera Brosgol, and Monica Garwood
Workman
$19.95 | 9781523505302
A parent’s guide to raising a lifelong reader, packed with practical ideas for engaging children of all ages in books. Wonderful lists of recommended books will keep young readers’ interests high. Written by the editors of The New York Times Book Review.

Letters from Max: A Poet, A Teacher, A Friendship
Sarah Ruhl
Max Ritvo
Milkweed Editions
$16.00 | 9781571313751
A Kirkus Best Book of 2018, Letters from Max: A Poet, A Teacher, A Friendship is a deeply moving portrait of a friendship, and a shimmering exploration of love, art, mortality, and the afterlife—now available in paperback.

Love Poems for Married People
John Kenney
G.P. Putnam’s Sons
$15.00 | 9780525540007
Based on his wildly popular New Yorker piece, Thurber Prize-winner John Kenney presents a hilarious collection of love poems for, well, married people.

The Reading Life: The Joy of Seeing New Worlds Through Others’ Eyes
C. S. Lewis
HarperOne
$19.99 | 9780062849977
A definitive collection from beloved author C. S. Lewis, the creator of classics like the Chronicles of Narnia series, Mere Christianity, and Screwtape Letters, on the transformative practice of reading—a practice that gives us joy as well as a moral compass in our daily lives.

The Unique States of America
Lonely Planet
Foreword by Andrew Zimmern
Lonely Planet
$30.00 | 9781788686419
From natural escapes, to arts and cultural spaces, and where to eat and drink, we journey across all 50 of the United States to discover the country’s most iconic destinations and can’t-miss experiences.
Adult Nonfiction

**Artificial Intelligence: An Illustrated History: From Medieval Robots to Neural Networks**
Clifford Pickover
Sterling
$24.95 | 9781454933595
From medieval robots and Boolean algebra to artificial neural networks and adversarial patches, this fascinating history takes readers from past to present in the world of artificial intelligence in 100 illustrated entries.

**Guitar**
David Schiller
Workman
$35.00 | 9781523507726
Marrying pure visual pleasure with layers of information, Guitar captures the soul, significance, and history of 200 instruments. This obsessive, full-color book is a glorious gift for any guitar lover. Presented in an irresistible slipcase.

**Revolution of the Soul: Awaken to Love Through Raw Truth, Radical Healing, and Conscious Action**
Seane Corn
Sounds True
$25.95 | 9781622039173
Celebrated yoga teacher and activist Seane Corn shares pivotal accounts of her life with raw honesty—enriched with in-depth spiritual teachings—to help us heal, evolve, and change the world.

**The Body: A Guide for Occupants**
Bill Bryson
Doubleday
$30.00 | 9780385539302
Bill Bryson, bestselling author of *A Short History of Nearly Everything*, takes us on a head-to-toe tour of the marvel that is the human body. Addictive and comprehensive, this is Bryson at his best, a must-read owner’s manual for everybody.

**Job Man: My Life in Professional Wrestling**
Chris Multerer and Larry Widen
Wisconsin Historical Society Press
$20.00 | 9780870209253
Step into the ring with All-Star wrestler Chris Multerer as he and writer Larry Widen team up to unmask the glitter and glam of professional wrestling and reveal the work, drama, and athleticism behind the success of Milwaukee’s “heel.”

**Anatomy**
Phaidon
$59.95 | 9780714879888
A visually-compelling survey of more than 5,000 years of image-making through 300 remarkable works chronicling the intriguing visual history of human anatomy. Great gift for anyone in the medical profession!
Elton John: Rocket Man
Chris Roberts
Sterling
$29.95 | 9781454934523
Just in time for his farewell world tour, this lavish, unofficial retrospective commemorates Elton John’s incredible life and career. Fully illustrated throughout, with rare archival memorabilia and previously unpublished photographs, this is the ultimate keepsake for all Elton John fans.

Me: Elton John Official Autobiography
Elton John
Henry Holt
$30.00 | 9781250147608
In his first and only official autobiography, music icon Elton John reveals the truth about his extraordinary life, from his rollercoaster lifestyle to becoming a living legend.

No Surrender: A Father, a Son, and an Extraordinary Act of Heroism That Continues to Live on Today
Christopher Edmonds
HarperOne
$29.99 | 9780062905017
Spanning seven decades and linking a sprawling cast of heroes from every corner of the country, No Surrender is an unforgettable story of a father’s extraordinary acts of valor in the treacherous final days of World War II and a son’s journey to discover them.

I Am C-3PO: The Inside Story
Anthony Daniels
Foreword by J.J. Abrams
DK
$24.99 | 9781465486103
Discover the untold story of one of Star Wars’ most iconic characters, C-3PO, told by the man who knows him best: actor-turned-memoirist, Anthony Daniels, in I Am C-3PO: The Inside Story.

Rebel Poet: More Stories from a 21st Century Indian
Louis V. Clark III (Two Shoes)
Wisconsin Historical Society
$15.95 | 9780870209291
This humorous and heart-breaking memoir—in poetry and prose—delves deeper into the complexities of being Indian today, expanding on identity themes first explored in Clark’s award-winning book How to Be an Indian in the 21st Century.
Nerves of Steel: How I Followed My Dreams, Earned My Wings, and Faced My Greatest Challenge
Captain Tammie Jo Shults
Thomas Nelson
$26.99 | 9780785228318
Not just a story from recent headlines but an inspirational story of a remarkable woman and her extraordinary journey that opened her horizons and brought her to a defining moment of courage and calling.

Shut Up and Listen!: Hard Business Truths that Will Help You Succeed
Tilman Fertitta
HarperCollins Leadership
$24.99 | 9781400213733
For entrepreneurs ready to reach the next level of success, small business owner turned multibillionaire Tilman Fertitta shares the commonsense principles that have rocketed his worldwide hospitality empire to the top.

Jesus Calling: Enjoying Peace in His Presence
Sarah Young
Thomas Nelson
$24.99 | 9781400209286
Find peace in His presence every day in this beautiful hardcover edition of the bestselling devotional, Jesus Calling. Complete with comfort-size print and written-out scripture verses, this much-loved devotional will help you look forward to your time with the Lord.

Country Music
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns
Knopf
$55.00 | 9780525520542
Based on the PBS series, this gorgeously illustrated and hugely entertaining history tells the rich and colorful story of America’s most popular music and the singers and songwriters who captivated, entertained, and consoled listeners throughout the twentieth century.

Tap Code
Carlyle S. Harris and Sarah W. Berry
Zondervan Books
$26.99 | 9780310359111
A true and previously untold story of an American hero—a POW in Vietnam who changed countless lives by secretly spreading a long-unused military “tap” code into the infamous Hoa Lo prison camp, which made the years of torture and isolation tolerable for all of the POWs. This is a story of honor for country, faith in God, and commitment to family.
Signature Dishes That Matter
Christine Muhlke
Phaidon
$49.95 | 9780714879321
A charmingly-illustrated celebration of 240 iconic dishes and 180 accompanying recipes that defined the course of culinary history over the past 300 years, from legendary restaurants past and present.

Joy of Cooking
Irma Rombauer, Marion Rombauer Becker, Ethan Becker, Megan Scott and John Becker
Scribner
$35.00 | 9781501169717
This trusted kitchen classic is fully updated with 600 new, exciting, fresh recipes and expertly researched reference material. Perfect for both seasoned cooks and those just learning their way around the kitchen.

How to Cook Everything—Completely Revised Twentieth Anniversary Edition
Mark Bittman
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
$37.00 | 9781328545435
For twenty years, Mark Bittman’s How to Cook Everything has been the definitive guide to simple home cooking. This completely revised new edition features 175+ color photos, new recipes, updated information on essential ingredients and tons of ideas and inspiration.

Milk Street: The New Rules: Recipes That Will Change the Way You Cook
Christopher Kimball
Voracious
$35.00 | 9780316423052
In Milk Street: The New Rules, Chris Kimball and his team of cooks and editors deliver a book full of game-changing recipes that each contain a simple technique, tip, or trick that will transform your cooking life.

The Joy of Seafood
Barton Seaver
Sterling Epicure
$35.00 | 9781454921981
Inspired by American regional cuisine and classic preparations, and curated to give home cooks complete confidence, these thoroughly modern dishes include such crowd-pleasing fare as Citrus-Crusted Fried Halibut, New Orleans BBQ Shrimp, and Clam Risotto.

The Yoga Plate: Bring Your Practice into the Kitchen with 108 Simple & Nourishing Vegan Recipes
Tamal Dodge and Victoria Dodge
Sounds True
$29.95 | 9781683643500
Discover 108 nourishing and delicious vegan recipes as well as meditations and mantras to guide your day in the first modern cookbook to marry yoga’s principle of ahimsa, or non-harm, with nutrition.

The Yoga Plate: Bring Your Practice into the Kitchen with 108 Simple & Nourishing Vegan Recipes
Tamal Dodge and Victoria Dodge
Sounds True
$29.95 | 9781683643500
Discover 108 nourishing and delicious vegan recipes as well as meditations and mantras to guide your day in the first modern cookbook to marry yoga’s principle of ahimsa, or non-harm, with nutrition.
**Children’s Nonfiction**

**Dr. Seuss’s Horse Museum**
Dr. Seuss  
Illustrated by Andrew Joyner  
Random House Children’s Books  
$18.99 | 9780399559129  
A never-before-published Dr. Seuss book about creating and looking at art! With over 30 photographic reproductions of famous artworks featuring horses, this book is like a visit to a museum—with a horse as your guide!

**Extinct: An Illustrated Exploration of Animals That Have Disappeared**
Lucas Riera  
Illustrated by Jack Tite  
Phaidon  
$19.95 | 9781838660376  
This gorgeously-illustrated picture book pays tribute to animals we have lost over the past century, creating awareness and inspiring children to act responsibly towards their environment. Ages 7-10.

**The Complete Baking Book for Young Chefs**
America’s Test Kitchen  
Sourcebooks Explore  
$19.99 | 9781492677697  
Using kid-tested and approved recipes, America’s Test Kitchen has created THE baking book every kid chef needs. With sweet and savory recipes, this is the perfect baking book for kids who want to bake for themselves, their friends, or their family.

**The Wonders of Nature**
DK  
$19.99 | 9781465485366  
Children will discover amazing facts and myths behind 100 remarkable items from the natural world—from orchids to opals—in The Wonders of Nature. With incredible photographs and beautiful illustrations, this book makes the perfect gift for every curious kid.

**Everything Awesome About Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Beasts!**
Written and illustrated by Mike Lowery  
Orchard Books  
$16.99 | 9781338359725  
From the creative brain of Mike Lowery, discover the ULTIMATE book about all things prehistoric! Featuring fun facts, dinosaur jokes, comics, timelines, and more!

**The Joke Machine**
Theresa Julian  
Illustrated by Pat Lewis  
Odd Dot  
$8.99 | 9781250318640  
A gift that will have the entire family laughing out loud, this book will show readers how to create their own jokes, puns, one-liners, and more!
Books make wonderful gifts!
Buy gift cards for everyone on your list at your local independent bookstore.

The GayBCs
M.L. Webb
Quirk Books
$14.99 | 9781683691624
A joyous celebration of LGBTQ+ vocabulary in an alphabet book for kids of all ages, featuring bright illustrations and an inclusive message about the beauty of embracing one’s truest self.

There Was a Black Hole that Swallowed the Universe
Chris Ferrie
Illustrated by: Susan Batori
Sourcebooks Explore
$17.99 | 9781492680772
Spark creative conversations about celestial beings with this clever parody from the #1 science author for kids!

The Kids’ Book of Paper Love
Irene Smit and Astrid van der Hulst
Workman
$19.95 | 9781523508143
A book of paper love just for kids. Pages and pages of beautiful paper for activities and crafting, plus Flow’s signature pull-out paper goodies like paper banners, postcards, stickers, paper dolls, notebooks, tattoos, and more. A surprise on every page!
Middle Reader and Young Adult

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire: The Illustrated Edition
J. K. Rowling
Illustrated by Jim Kay
Arthur A. Levine Books
$47.99 | 9780545791427
The fourth book in the beloved Harry Potter series, now illustrated in glorious full color by award-winning artist Jim Kay.

Beverly, Right Here
Kate DiCamillo
Candlewick Press
$16.99 | 9780763694647
Revisiting once again the world of Raymie Nightingale, two-time Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo turns her focus to the tough-talking, inescapably tenderhearted Beverly.

Call Down the Hawk (The Dreamer Trilogy, Book 1)
Maggie Stiefvater
Scholastic Press
$19.99 | 9781338188325
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and desires, death and destiny.

The Memory Thief
Lauren Mansy
Blink
$18.99 | 9780310767657
Perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo and Victoria Aveyard, debut author Lauren Mansy presents this YA fantasy adventure that brings readers on an unforgettable journey, where memories are currency, citizens are divided by ability, and gifted individuals can take memories from others.

The Mysterious Benedict Society and the Riddle of Ages
Trenton Lee Stewart
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
$18.99 | 9780316452649
The brilliant and beloved gang from The New York Times bestselling series is back! In its triumphant return, the Society encounters all new challenges, but the series’ trademark sly humor, sweet camaraderie, hairsbreadth escapes, and mind-bending puzzles are all as engaging as ever.

White Bird: A Wonder Story
R. J. Palacio
Knopf Books for Young Readers
$24.99 | 9780525645535
R. J. Palacio, #1 bestselling author of Wonder, makes her graphic novel debut with an unforgettable story of the power of kindness and unrelenting courage in a time of war.
Dork Diaries 14: Tales from a Not-So-Best Friend Forever
Rachel Renée Russell
Aladdin
$13.99 | 9781534427204
Nikki Maxwell’s summer is packed with drama in this fourteenth installment of the #1 New York Times bestselling Dork Diaries series!

Momentous Events in the Life of a Cactus
Dusti Bowling
Sterling Children’s Books
$16.95 | 9781454933298
Just as Aven starts to feel comfortable in Stagecoach Pass, with her friends and schoolmates accustomed to her lack of “armage,” everything changes once again. She’s about to begin high school...with 3,000 new kids to stare at her.

My Life as Lotta: A House Full of Rabbits (Book 1)
Alice Pantermüller
Illustrated by Daniela Kohl
Sterling Children’s Books
$12.95 | 9781454936244
Lotta has just started middle school—but life isn’t going very smoothly.

The Book of Dust: The Secret Commonwealth (Book of Dust, Volume 2)
Philip Pullman
Knopf Books for Young Readers
$22.99 | 9780553510669
Return to the parallel world of His Dark Materials and discover what comes next for Lyra, “one of fantasy’s most indelible heroines.” (The New York Times Magazine)
Camilla, Cartographer
Julie Dillemuth
Illustrated by Laura Wood
Magination Press/APA
$16.99 | 9781433830334
Camilla loves maps—all kinds! When Camilla wakes up to a huge snow storm that blocks the path to the creek, her historic maps inspire her to make her own path—and her own map! Perfect for STEM introduction.

Lucy’s Light
Jo Rooks
Magination Press/APA
$14.99 | 9781433830884
Lucy, a lightning bug, is the most talented flyer in her squad, except she doesn’t light up! When a nasty toad hatches a sinister plan, can “ordinary” Lucy save the day? A sweet story about confidence, self-acceptance, and courage.

Wild Honey from the Moon
Written and illustrated by Kenneth Kraegel
Candlewick Press
$17.99 | 9780763681692
In an epic adventure like no other, an unflappable mother will stop at nothing to find a cure for her ailing young son—even if it means traveling to the moon itself.

My Signing Nana
Pat Mora
Illustrated by Alyssa Bermudez
Magination Press/APA
$16.99 | 9781433830211
A compassionate tribute to families dealing with Alzheimer’s Disease, My Signing Nana celebrates family, heritage, and happy memories, showing kids that no matter how their loved one might change there are many ways to maintain their special connection.

Sophie’s Shell
Jo Rooks
Magination Press/APA
$14.99 | 9781433830891
Sophie, a curious young snail with many questions, can’t wait to start school and get them answered! However, overcome by shyness on her first day, Sophie keeps popping into her shell until a brand new friend helps her overcome her fears.
My Footprints
Bao Phi
Illustrated by Basia Tran
Capstone
$19.99 | 9781684460007
The second picture book by the award-winning poet Bao Phi, following up on the Caldecott-honor book A Different Pond. A celebration of inner courage, imagination and strength in the face of bullying, it also embraces the differences and beauty of LGBTQ families, as each footprint leads her home.

SumoKitty
Written and illustrated
David Biedrzycki
Charlesbridge
$18.99 | 9781580896825
A stray kitty gets a job in a sumo stable, chasing mice in exchange for food. But when eating like a sumo wrestler slows our feline hero down, he realizes he must train like a wrestler, too.

The Crayons’ Christmas
Drew Daywalt
Illustrated by Oliver Jeffers
Penguin Workshop
$19.99 | 9780525515746
A brand-new Crayons book from the #1 New York Times best-selling duo Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers, just in time for the holidays. This special book has letters, games, ornaments, a poster, and even a pop-up Christmas tree!

I Spy Christmas: A Book of Picture Riddles
Jean Marzollo
Illustrated by Walter Wick
Cartwheel Books
$14.99 | 9781338332582
It’s the greatest time of year! I Spy Christmas—now with new bonus riddles, a brand-new search-and-find look, and a brand-new trim size.

This Book of Mine
Sarah Stewart
David Small
Farrar, Straus and Giroux Books for Young Readers
$17.99 | 9780374305468
Perfect for the bookworm in your life, share this dazzling celebration of books and the adventures they bring us on.
There is one special person you get to spend your whole life with and that person is YOU. Life is amazing when you share it with the people you love: family, friends and always with YOU! A book about self-love, care, and kindness.

Forever Sky
Thomas Peacock
Annette S. Lee
Minneapolis Historical Society Press
$16.95 | 9781681340982
Brothers look to the stars and spin stories, some inspired by Uncle, some of their own making. The best one involves their grandmother and her place in the forever sky.

Mr. Nogginbody Gets a Hammer
David Shannon
Norton Young Readers
$17.95 | 9781324003441
Beloved and bestselling picture book creator, David Shannon, introduces a new character in a satisfyingly silly and subversive take on a familiar parable. If all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.

Red Yellow Blue
Lysa Mullady
Illustrated by Laurent Simon
Magination Press/APA
$17.99 | 9781433830303
Red loves being red, and can’t understand why Yellow and Blue won’t mind their own business. Through his friends’ unconditional kindness, Red learns his part in a larger whole, and that the best things come from working together.

Angelina Ballerina
Katharine Holabird
Illustrated by Helen Craig
Little Simon
$17.99 | 9781534451513
In an encore performance, Angelina Ballerina returns in this refreshed picture book from acclaimed author Katharine Holabird and celebrated artist Helen Craig! Now Angelina will keep a whole new generation of young ballerinas leaping with delight.
The Little Winter Book of Gnomes

Written and illustrated by Kristen Sevig
Countryman Press
$12.95 | 9781682684788

A charming collection of Scandinavian wisdom accented by whimsical illustrations. With recipes for holiday favorites like mulled cider and gingerbread, this book is the perfect gift to inspire readers to take joy in all of winter’s little happy-makers.
Thank You

for shopping at your local independent bookstore